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                  Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust is a voluntary charitable organisation which cares for Lincolnshire's wildlife and countryside. Founded in 1948, the Trust covers the whole of the historic county of Lincolnshire - from the Humber to the Wash.
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                  Fact of the month


Minke whale vocalisations can reach 150 decibels - that’s the same as a jet plane taking off!

Find out more about minke whales below.
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                  Take our quiz below to find out which UK moth you are. Will you be an energetic hummingbird hawk-moth, or maybe a humble but marvellous peppered moth...
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                  If you're looking for a local wildlife event, you've come to the right place! From pond-dipping to bat hunts, wildlife talks to birdwatching walks, you're bound to find something to enjoy.
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        The National Lottery Heritage Fund has helped to reconnect thousands of people with nature and protect an amazing range of rare species in the UK including the pine marten, red squirrel, kingfisher and barn owl. Find out how their support is helping to protect wildlife in Lincolnshire.
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            Lincolnshire’s botanical heritage sees a flowering of funds with National Lottery grant

        

        

    
    
        A new Heritage Lottery Fund supported project now aims to inspire young people to become the botanists of the future, helping to safeguard and improve our understanding of plants and the…
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        View the latest LoveLincsPlants Project Report.
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        Welcome to this week’s blog which sees Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust participate in Horncastle’s Annual Heritage Open Day.
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            Wildlife Trust receives Lottery funding 

        

        

    
    
        Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust has received £47,100 National Lottery Heritage Fund support to help address the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
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            Threatened sand dunes set for a dynamic future with National Lottery funding

        

        

    
    
        A radical new approach to managing sand dunes that aims to reverse over 100 years of decline has been given £4m funding from the National Lottery.
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            Threatened sand dunes set for a golden future thanks to National Lottery funding

        

        

    
    
        A third of England and Wales’s threatened sand dunes have a brighter future thanks to a pioneering National Lottery funded conservation and restoration project, unveiled today.
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            New report calls for ambitious pesticide reduction target
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            New report reveals that prescribing nature is excellent value for money 
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            New report highlights contribution of nature tourism to the economy of Greater Lincolnshire

        

        

    
    
        New figures have revealed that nature tourism is worth £58m a year to the economy of Greater Lincolnshire
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            Disadvantaged communities across the UK empowered to let nature flourish thanks to £5m National Lottery funding

        

        

    
    
        Nextdoor Nature – a new natural legacy to mark the Queen’s Jubilee – will help nature flourish in Lincolnshire.
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            Nature Recovery Fund

        

        

    
    
        We need your help to accelerate the recovery of wildlife in Lincolnshire. Please donate now to our new Nature Recovery Fund.
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